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Content Marketing Advice from the

Greatest Shakespearean Actor of All Time
Monday, January 9th, 2017 by Haas Regen ()

BEST KNOWN TODAY FOR HIS OSCAR-WINNING TURN AS

DUDLEY MOORE’S BUTLER IN ARTHUR, SIR JOHN GIELGUD

(1904-2000) WAS ONE OF BRITAIN’S MOST ACCOMPLISHED

ACTOR-DIRECTORS AND A WORLD-RENOWNED

SHAKESPEAREAN. HE WAS ALSO AN EXCELLENT WRITER. HIS

BOOKS STAGE DIRECTIONS AND ACTING SHAKESPEARE OFFER

WITTY, THOUGHT-PROVOKING, AND HIGHLY QUOTABLE

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT ADVICE FOR THEATRE ARTISTS

https://www.818agency.com/blog/content-marketing/advice-from-a-dead-british-thespian/
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AND “CREATIVE TYPES” OF ALL KINDS. AND HE’S AT HIS

MOST ELOQUENT WHEN DISCUSSING THE ESSENTIAL

INGREDIENT TO ANY CREATIVE PROCESS: COLLABORATION.

Sir John Gielgud’s classic book Stage Directions is jam-packed with gorgeous

gems of insight, especially in the chapter on The Importance of Being Earnest

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiNVy5nfbcQ), in which he instructs the

reader on how to get bigger laughs from an audience. While it may seem as

though the book is intended only for theatre practitioners, his words and ideas

are applicable to anybody in any profession.

FOR EXAMPLE, NOTHING’S MORE IMPORTANT THAN

LEARNING TO PLAY NICELY WITH OTHERS:

First, I would say, you must learn to become a good partner. Just as in a game you

are a member of a team, so on the stage you must try to provide the right support,

balance and background. Learn how to listen…Be serious, devoted and disciplined,

but do not take yourself too seriously. Nothing is more tiresome than an actor who

pesters his colleagues with his own personal problems and theories about acting.

Develop a thick skin for listening to adverse criticism, and a tolerance of your

colleagues, even when you feel sure they may be in the wrong.

HERE’S WHAT HE HAS TO SAY ABOUT SOMETHING THAT I

STRUGGLE WITH EVERY DAY:

It is always dangerous in the theatre to substitute scholarship and critical opinion,

however brilliant, for contemporary instinct and fresh, vital imagination. I find it

hard to work in detail before beginning to work with the cast of a play I am to

direct, and I have never been altogether convinced that completely meticulous

preparation beforehand can ever be entirely satisfactory. Until the day when all the

participants meet together to begin the work, theory and planning, even on paper,

can be no more than a daydream.

THIS PARAGRAPH IS ESPECIALLY MAGNET-WORTHY:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiNVy5nfbcQ
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The ideal director of Shakespeare needs to have remarkable gifts besides the

fundamental qualities of industry and patience. He should, of course, have

sensitivity, originality without freakishness, a fastidious ear and eye, some respect

for, and knowledge of, tradition, a feeling for music and pictures, colour and

design; yet in none of these, I believe, should he be too opinionated in his views and

tastes. For a theatrical production, at every stage of its preparation, is always

changing, unpredictable in its moods and crises. Every person concerned in it has a

different attitude, a different problem…There must always be room to adopt an

unforeseen stroke of inventiveness, some spontaneous effect which may occur at a

good rehearsal and bring a scene suddenly and unexpectedly to life.

(Let’s replace the words “director of Shakespeare” with “content editor,” shall

we? Oh, and switch out “theatrical production” for “the article your team is

currently working on.”)

 

Sir John (right) in Julius Caesar

 

His book Acting Shakespeare is the product of a long and prosperous career (he

was still playing King Lear at the age of 90). It ’s a brief but potent read,

introspective and at times brutally honest.
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“I PLAYED IN FIVE OR SIX PRODUCTIONS OF HAMLET OVER

FIFTEEN YEARS — AN EXTRAORDINARY PIECE OF LUCK FOR ANY

ACTOR. BUT MANY PEOPLE SAID THAT MY ORIGINAL

PERFORMANCE IN 1930 WAS THE BEST BECAUSE I HAD NO IDEA

THAT IT WAS GOING TO BE GOOD. WHEN YOU GET SOME SORT OF

REPUTATION BEHIND YOU, IT IS MUCH HARDER TO LIVE UP TO

IT AND FAR MORE DANGEROUS. ALSO, YOU ARE AFRAID OF

BECOMING A BIT TOO PLEASED WITH YOURSELF. THE ONLY THING

THAT GIVES YOU SATISFACTION IS TO WORK WITH NEW ACTORS

AROUND YOU AND A NEW DIRECTOR WHO WILL NOT ALLOW YOU

TO DO MANY OF THE THINGS YOU DID BEFORE.” – SIR JOHN

GIELGUD, ACTING SHAKESPEARE.
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Sir John as Richard II

 

For my money, there has never been an actor more elegant, more inspiring, or

more definitively old-worldly than Sir John Gielgud. I could listen to his voice

for hours, but it isn’t merely because of its mellifluence — it’s what he did with

it (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5Kxm7OcEHKg&list=PLWX1hfU1FFvp-IY7E6skAYEpDpasSFrhH). Like all

great artists, he strove to find the intelligence and nobility in the characters he

played and remained an industrious student until the day he died.

Being totally real and weird and fallible

(http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-1209244/Gielgud-predator-

He-flamboyant-actors-Sir-John-altogether-darker-.html), however, was also

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Kxm7OcEHKg&list=PLWX1hfU1FFvp-IY7E6skAYEpDpasSFrhH
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-1209244/Gielgud-predator-He-flamboyant-actors-Sir-John-altogether-darker-.html
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part of that artistic territory. Even so, his work stands alone — and speaks for

itself.

As I mentioned in my previous blog post

(http://818agency.com/blog/content-marketing/architecture-and-

creativity/), creative thinkers are constantly looking to the past for inspiration

and creative nourishment. Thank heaven we have part of this remarkable

actor ’s legacy preserved on film. If you haven’t watched Arthur

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kftAQRl85Gs) — or the Brideshead

Revisited miniseries (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKjP2ZsfqIM) —

then I can’t possibly describe how much you’re missing out on. But that’s

merely a crash course: Sir John’s subtle dignity will reveal itself as you dig

deeper.

Now, go work on that document you’ve been avoiding. Don’t try to be a

visionary — and stop overthinking it. Be spontaneous. Write it, get good

feedback, don’t squabble over nonsense, make one or two revisions, click send

and publish it. (#WhatWouldSirJohnDo)

Here’s to you, Sir John! (via GIPHY (http://giphy.com/gifs/drinking-arthur-

dudley-moore-sYQStzgKIkvHW))

http://818agency.com/blog/content-marketing/architecture-and-creativity/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kftAQRl85Gs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKjP2ZsfqIM
http://giphy.com/gifs/drinking-arthur-dudley-moore-sYQStzgKIkvHW
https://giphy.com/gifs/drinking-arthur-dudley-moore-sYQStzgKIkvHW?utm_source=iframe&utm_medium=embed&utm_campaign=Embeds&utm_term=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.818agency.com%2Fblog%2Fcontent-marketing%2Fadvice-from-a-dead-british-thespian%2F
https://giphy.com/gifs/drinking-arthur-dudley-moore-sYQStzgKIkvHW?utm_source=iframe&utm_medium=embed&utm_campaign=Embeds&utm_term=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.818agency.com%2Fblog%2Fcontent-marketing%2Fadvice-from-a-dead-british-thespian%2F
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Haas Regen (https://www.linkedin.com/in/haas-regen-10b002112) is the

Managing Content Editor for 818 Agency in New York City. He’s also a theatre artist.

He studied acting, directing, and playwriting at Brown’s MFA program.

WE CREATE YEAR-ROUND CONTENT AND LEAD GENERATION

CAMPAIGNS FOR B2B TRADE SHOWS, CONFERENCES, AND

GROWING COMPANIES. GET IN TOUCH

(HTTPS://MAIL.GOOGLE.COM/MAIL/?

VIEW=CM&FS=1&TF=1&TO=CONTACT@818AGENCY.COM).
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